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STANDARD BUSINESS CONDITIONS Schild Skiracing GmbH  
1. Base of all contracts made with Schild Skiracing GmbH, Weikersbach 9, 5760 Saalfelden are the 
standard business conditions like written below. Individual contracts are seen differently compared 
to the standard business conditions and do not underlie them. Under the term “Camps” we 
understand all trainings done by Schild Skiracing GmbH. Camps are snow based training camps, daily/ 
single snow trainings, physical training camps and daily single physical trainings. With the application 
to a Schild Skiracing Camp the athlete or/ and the legal representative agrees that he/ she read and 
understood the standard business conditions and accepts them. 

2. During the attendance on a Schild Skiracing camp the camp rules are valid. The camp rules can be 
seen under point 13. If the participants do not follow the camp rules they can be thrown out of the 
camp. In this case there is no repay of the camp costs.  

3. The participant agrees that he will follow the normal rules (FIS rules) in ski sports and follows the 
instructions of the responsible coach. 
 
4. In the normal training process of snow training and physical training and other activities during a 
race camp training there are some risks which cannot be minimized by the organizer because of 
normal risk of sports/ life. The attendance on a Schild Skiracing Camp is so far on own risk.  

5. The participant needs an insurance which covers the risks through a camp in case of an accident. 
This insurance needs be done by the participant before the camp starts and it needs be done on their 
own. Schild Skiracing is not doing the insurance for the participants. The participant or the legal 
representative agrees that he/ she has an insurance which covers everything needed through a 
Schild Skiracing racing camp. (Accident insurance for sports, liability insurance, transportation 
insurance with helicopter, plane….)  
With the application to a Schild Skiracing camp the participant agrees that he/ she is physically and 
mentally in shape and healthy. He/ she agrees that he/ she is healthy enough that he/ she can do all 
sports need to be done during a Schild Skiracing camp. 
 
6. Schild Skiracing camps are planed long term. Sometimes Schild Skiracing needs to change the 
program in a short time (training discipline, training destination, accommodation…). A change in the 
program doesn´t give the participant the legal right to cancel the camp and to retire from the 
contract. 



 
7. There is no right for an athlete to be trained by a specific coach. Schild Skiracing has a team of 
coaches who are responsible for the training. A change of the coach doesn´t give the participant the 
legal right to cancel the camp and to retire from the contract. Schild Skiracing does not guarantee a 
defined training success in terms of race results. Schild Skiracing is always trying to organize the best 
possible training. 

 
8. The participant accepts that during the camp video clips and photos are made by Schild Skiracing. 
These clips/ photos are used for video analysis. The participant or his/ her legal representative gives 
his acceptance that this material can be used for marketing issues of Schild Skiracing (Facebook, 
Instagram, Website of Schild Skiracing….) 

9. Schild Skiracing is not legal responsible for material which is brought to the camp by the 
participant. Costs for destroying stuff/ material of the camp accommodation or of Schild Skiracing 
has to be be paid by the participant if he/ she destroyed it because of wrong usage. 

10. Cancellation fees of Schild Skiracing GmbH, if the participant cancels a booked camp: 

10 a. Cancellation of a camp 10 days or longer before the camp starts: The participant gets a 100% 
voucher for the cancelled camp. 

10 b. Cancellation of a camp between 4 and 10 days before the camp starts: The participant gets a 
50% voucher for the training and lift costs. The participant doesn´t receive a voucher for the booked 
hotel costs. 

10 c. Cancellation of a camp through the participant within 3 days of camp begin or absent without 
valid excuse from the camp: There is no voucher or refund of the camp costs. If the participant has an 
illness or is injured and a medical certificate can be shown, the participant gets a 50% voucher for 
training fees and lift fees. There is no voucher or refund for the hotel costs. 

11. Schild Skiracing can cancel a camp before it starts or to stop a camp before it ends under 
following circumstances:  

• Too less participants for a camp: A camp only takes places if there are enough participants. If there 
are too less booked in participants Schild Skiracing can cancel the camp 7 days before it starts the 
latest.  

• Special circumstances which cannot be seen at the date of making the contract with the 
participant. Special circumstances like war, epidemic, strike, bad weather, strong winds or closed lift 
areas. Under this circumstances Schild Skiracing can cancel a camp without a deadline. 

If this will be the case, booked in participants get a 100% voucher of the already booked training 
which was booked through Schild Skiracing. Other bookings like travelling costs, hotel costs, flight 
costs or other costs for coming to and leaving from the camp are not included because they are not 
in the sphere of Schild Skiracing.  

 
12. To resolve disputes, the Austrian law, or the suitable Austrian justice is responsible.  

13. Camp rules Schild Skiracing GmbH : This rules are only for participants who are under 18 years of 
age.  

1. During the camp, camp participants needto follow the follow the instructions of the coaches. 



 

2. During a camp the consummation of all drugs, alcohol or other illegal substances are strictly 
forbidden. 

3. Before an athlete wants to leave the group he/ she has to inform the responsible coach.  
4. If a camp participant wants to leave the hotel the responsible coach has to be informed. 

 
If a participant doesn´t follow the camp rules during a Schild Skiracing camp, the responsible 
coach is allowed to stop the camp for the affected athlete. In this case there is no voucher or 
refund for the camp costs.  

With the booking for a Schild Skiracing race camp the participant agrees that he/she accepts 
the above mentioned rules.  


